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Adams: Human Sacrifice and the Book of Abraham

human sacrifice
and the book of abraham
WILLIAM JAMES ADAMS JR

some time ago the author had occasion to show facsimile 1
from the book of abraham to some of his fellow students in
assyriology when these students learned that it pictured abraham about to be offered as a human sacrifice in babylon they
immediately responded by claiming that there was no evidence
that the babylonians ever practiced human sacrifice with their
negative response and the renewed interest aroused by the recent recovery of the papyrus from which joseph smith took
facsimile 1 the author felt constrained to dig into the matter
the following is the result of his probings
did the ancient babylonian s practice human sacrifice the
world of scholarship is confused on the issue such scholars as
vaus3 flatly deny that human sacrifice
blome 1 ward 2 and de vauss
was practiced in the babylon of abraham s time though de
vaux concedes that the practice came into use in the seventh
molech in
century bc under the influence of the worship of bolech
canaan other scholars jastrow 4 jeremias 51 meissner 6 look at
the evidence but remain uncommitted on the other hand it is
quite uncertain whether human sacrifice was known in mesoare the words of meissner and reflect the attipotamia
tude of the other uncommitted scholars
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this point it seems appropriate to define the term human sacrifice we will consider an act as a human sacrifice
if 1 a person is killed either on an altar or in a temple or
other holy place and 2 the killing is being done by a priest
priestess or god both of these conditions should prevail
with this definition of human sacrifice in mind let us now
look at the evidence the evidence concerning the practice of
Baby lonia comes from
babylonia
human sacrifice among the semites of babelonia
four sources 1 1 the circumstantial evidence from archaeological digs 2 comments in ancient written texts 3 human sacrifice as pictured on cylinder seals and 4 the behavior of other semitic peoples regarding the practice of human
sacrifice
to date only one archaeological dig has produced any
circumstantial evidence excavation at the anu adad temple
in
m assur recovered a stele which describes the activities of
sams
samsi i adad IV 823811
823 811 BC
the excavator notes it is
saisi
remarkable that a human skull was found under the stele
from the stele s inscription it is unthinkable that this is a grave
with a tombstone 7 if not a tombstone then what meissner
suggests that the skull originated perhaps from a human sacrifice
p 84
all of this is of course very conjectural but it does leave
one wondering what a human skull is doing under a historical
stele in a temple
several assyrian legal documents contain penalty formulas
which demand that the person who breaks the contract can
redeem himself only by burning his eldest child on the altar
of a temple below are the texts and their translations
8
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either his oldest son or his oldest daughter with ten imer
of good spices he will burn to be
serl
lat seri
belat
text K 1488 with
no date given
given1010 reverse lines 7799 read
v
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dsz
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ERIN
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brin ana
will burn his oldest son to sin with a quantity of ritual cider
b&iit
he will burn his oldest daughter to belit
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bc11
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verse line 3 reads apal
lna ha am ri Y a adad i sakrap
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apals
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and is translated as his oldest son he will burn in the sanctuary
of the god adad
5 12 51
a man is menin an old babylonian text bu 88
88512
tioned in a list of offerings as a confirmation oath lines 33
and 34 read aw riia
il ia alap ia immer ia luu
lu u a wi lu tum luu
lu u al pu
ilia
lu
luuu im me ru which translates as my man my ox my sheep
either a man or an ox or a sheep 12
these texts have beenv interpreted in four ways 1 johns
suggested that the verb aniau
arapu to burn had lost its force
i anipu
and referred only to a ritual 13 2 furlani argued that since
the penalty was so severe the contracts were never broken 14
3 jastrow was not sure whether these phrases should be accepted literally or as mere threats he did feel that they suggested that at one time children were offered as sacrifices in
the way indicated 135 4 de vaux finds the argument of
koehler and ungnad most convincing de vaux p 59 these
two scholars noted that the texts quoted above except bu 88
8855
12 51 come from the seventh century bc it was at this time
molech with its burning of children was
that the worship of bolech
ns they then specintroduced to the hebrews by the phoenicians
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ulate that the practice of burning children to a god was passed
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the pictured evidence comes

from cylinder seals below are
the pictures concerning human sacrifice
cataloguer by ward
138c p 53
this first seal was catalogued
and boehmer
482 and p 82 17
171 p 399
jeremias

seal represents two distinct scenes on
the left half two gods are talking the other scene shows a god
drawn twice for symmetry ready to kill a foe on the other
hand jeremias suggests that this may be a victim being
dragged to the sacrificial altar at the left
in lieu of our definition of sacrifice it is appropriate at
this point to define an altar from the seals studied by ward
the following types of altars have been noted appp 360367
360 367

ward suggests that this

stepped altar
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table altar
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thus in our first seal we find both the stepped and hourglass altars present along with a god holding a knife of some
sort note also the presence of a bird which is very similar to
the bird in facsimile 1 of the book of abraham
catalo gued by jeremias
cataloguer
170 p
this second seal was catalogued
399 jeremias interpreted this seal as a human sacrifice indeed we have a man about to be slain by a god or a priest
in the presence of god

v

18
osten
by
catalo
was
of
to
seal
us
interest
third
catalogued
gued
cataloguer
the
we have here our best pictured evidence which shows a man
about to be sacrificed on a table altar concerning this seal

cumero akkadian seal no 153 however shows a
sumero
god being killed or sacrificed on an altar this scene has a
mythological meaning but we may consider it as evidence that
in earlier times in the near east human beings were sacrificed

osten

says

p 155

we

will now look at the practice of human sacrifice
among other semitic and neighboring peoples
gurney translates a hittite text as follows if the troops
have been beaten by the enemy they perform a ritual behind
the river as follows they cut through a man a goat a
hans henning von der osten university of chicago oriental institute
publications vol XXII ancient oriental seals in the collection of mr edward
1954
T newell chicago 1934
1155
1153
153 p 113
4153
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puppy and a little pig they place half on this side and half
on that side and in front they make a gate of
wood and
stretch a
over it and in front of the gate they light fires
on this side and that and the troop walk right through and
when they come to the river they sprinkle water over them 19
he further notes that in a broken passage a prisoner of war
is on a list of items for sacrifice
among current day arabs human sacrifice is forbidden and
unpracticed but we find hints that it was practiced in pre
islamic times an early christian story tells of the son of st
nilus who is saved from being sacrificed to venice the
morning star because the arabs over
overslept
slept 20 A story from the
third century ad says that the arabs of duma sacrificed a
child every year and buried it under an altar 21 isaac of antioch fifth century said that when the arabs of the syrian
desert took beth hur in mesopotamia they sacrificed many
children to the goddess al cuzza A century later an arab
mundher 111
leader mundhir
III
lil sacrificed four hundred nuns to the same
lii
goddess near kufa are two stelae called the two stones
rubbed with blood these are supposed to have been set up
mundher who rubbed them each year with the blood of
by mundhir
human sacrifices 22 during the early days of islam a story was
told of muhammad s grandfather the grandfather had vowed
to sacrifice one of his sons if he were to have ten sons at the
birth of his tenth son he was advised to offer a hundred
camels instead 23
the old testament makes frequent mention of the practice
of human sacrifice among the hebrews micah 61
6188 includes
human sacrifice in a list of offerings which are secondary to
663
justice love and humility isaiah 665
663 gives several parallel
665
lines the first half of each line gives the acceptable practice
and the second half of each line gives the pagan practice
slay the ram smite a man
sacrifice the lamb of
fer up a dog
offer

in leviticus 1921 and 2025
202 5 the sacrificing of a son to
tiles baltimore 1962 p 151
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molech is forbidden mention is made of passing children
bolech
II kings 327 163 1717 and
bolech in 11
through the fire of molech

2310
human sacrifice in north africa is discussed by de vaux
ap
84 the bones in the sacrificial pits of the carthage
pp 75
7584
temple were studied by a medical student and revealed the
following

eighth and seventh centuries
human bones alone
animal bones alone
mixed
sixth and fifth centuries
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fourth through second centuries
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archaeology
now that we have looked at the evidence from archeology

texts pictures and neighbors what does it all add up to
when we remember that the arabs of duma sacrificed a
child each year and put the body under the altar it is not so
surprising to find a skull buried under a stele in the anu adad

temple
also de vaux declared that human sacrifice came with the
phoenicians
ns in the eighth and seventh centuries and that the
Phoenicia
new mode of worship was reflected in the penalty formulas of
seventh century assyrian contracts but the human sacrifices of
Canaan ites were to molech
bolech whereas the
ns and canaanitess
canaanites
the phoenicians
Phoenicia
human sacrifice in the contracts were to well established
seri who had well established rituals
befit serl
deities sin and belit
why should they adopt a new ritual it would seem
easier to introduce a whole new religion such as the wormolech than to change an old ritual also de vaux
ship of bolech
fails to take into account the old babylonian confirmation oath
which lists a man among items to be sacrificed in this regard
Chal dees
it should be noted that abraham s home ur of the chaldees
was one of the great centers for worship of the moon god sin
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neither can the pictures be brushed aside as weak hints
with the cylinder seal published by osten see above we no
longer have weak hints but a strong one
further as we consider how many semitic and neighboring
cultures practiced human sacrifice it becomes most plausible
to think that the ancient semites of mesopotamia also practiced
it and it also becomes most plausible to think that an attempt
was made to sacrifice abraham as joseph smith declared it was
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